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KUWAIT: A great smartphone is one that is styled for the ages,
equipped with a great camera, has a large battery that charges
up swiftly, and if you throw in some cool futuristic features then
you have something special. And all of these things are not easy
to find in one single phone! 

Having said so, Huawei recently launched in Kuwait the all-new
Huawei nova 9. Dubbed as “the Trendy Flagship & Camera King”,
this latest gem from Huawei comes soaring with a stunning design,
a 50MP Super Sensing Camera, a large battery that supports
66W Huawei SuperCharge in addition to next generation super
device features which allow you to do more than one thing on
multiple devices all at once. Let us take a look at its features
closely and you will understand why it is our favourite choice for
a smartphone this season!

Breathtaking design 
The Huawei nova 9 is simply an outstanding smartphone and

it comes in a new colourway called: Colour No 9, what a cool
name that is! Polished with a brand-new Starry Flash AG Glass
process, the device is a pleasure to the eyes. Colour No 9 is a
mixture of low-saturation blue and purple hues that gives off a
hint of mysteriousness. Under different lighting, the colour finish
reflects vivid and colourful patterns. Under a spotlight, the whole
device shines and sparkles. It reminds users of the subtle moments
in their life, which are inspiring and exhilarating.

The Huawei nova 9 inherits the Huawei nova Series’ unique
aesthetic and sophisticated design. The Trendy Flagship and Cam-
era king sports a 6.57-inch curved display that can render 1.07
billion colours, and supports up to 120Hz display refresh rate,
300Hz touch sampling rate and the P3 colour gamut to produce
smoother and more immersive visuals that are brimming with de-
tails. The Huawei nova 9 is sleek with a thickness of only 7.77mm
and a weight of approximately 175g only. In terms of industrial

design, colourway is always an important factor for the Huawei
nova Series to showcase its uniqueness and commitment. It also
comes with a more iconic camera setup that is updated based on
Huawei nova 8’s Star Orbit Ring. 

Ultra-vision camera
The Huawei nova 9 comes with an ultra vision AI-Quad Cam-

era system, which includes a 50MP ultra vision Main camera with
RYYB colour filter array, an 8MP ultra wide angle camera, a 2MP
depth camera and a 4cm macro camera. The upgraded hardware
synergies with flagship-class algorithms to empower users cap-
ture in high clarity across different scenarios.

Meeting the demand for an excellent vlogging experience, the
Huawei nova 9 is fitted with a 32MP high-res selfie camera. Similar
to the rear camera, it also supports 4K video capture and AIS (AI
image stabilisation) video stabilisation, allowing users to capture
high definition footage of themselves as they talk to the camera,
as well as the exciting events happening around them.

Thanks to continuous front/rear recording, users can also
switch between the front and rear cameras, allowing them to flu-
idly capture their story within a single video file. Dual-view video
recording allows users to showcase their live reaction to events,
simultaneously using the front and rear cameras with no editing
required or, for when you want to show the big picture and the
detail, you can simultaneously capture a close up shot and wide-
angle shot at the same time.

Large battery with Huawei supercharge
Considering how much of our daily lives are tied to the smart-

phone, battery life is perhaps one of the most important concerns
that users have, if not the most. After all, no matter how powerful
or well designed a smartphone is, it is of little use to us when its
battery is depleted. The Huawei nova 9 packs a proprietary
4300mAh battery to provide all-day battery life. Furthermore, the
trendy flagship camera king supports 66W Huawei supercharge,
enabling it to charge much faster. It takes only 15 minutes to
charge to 53 percent and 38 minutes to 100 percent.

Visionary and inspirational user experience
The Huawei nova 9 runs on EMUI 12, which offers a straight-

forward, smooth, safe and reliable user experience for working,
studying, remote communication, gaming, entertainment or
video editing. Thanks to the super device features, Huawei has
consolidated different menus into the control panel with a simple
swipe users can explore the control panel and get quick access
to audio playback, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth settings, as well as mak-
ing it easier to control multiple devices as if they were control-
ling just one device.

For example, users can tap on the Huawei MatePad icon to ac-
tivate Smartphone-Tablet Multi-screen Collaboration; tap the
Huawei MateBook icon for Smartphone-PC Multi-screen Collab-
oration or tap the Huawei FreeBuds icon to seamlessly switch their
audio output to their Huawei earbuds.

With the distributed file system, the Huawei nova 9 can also
function as a wirelessly connected external storage unit for the
PC, meaning users can access the files they want more easily than
ever before. This means when users are drafting an email on the
PC, they can add smartphone files as an attachment or when they
see an image they like when browsing the internet on the PC, they
can save that image directly to the smartphone. Using the Huawei
nova 9, users can also transfer MeeTime calls onto Huawei Vision
smart TV and conduct the call by taking advantage of the larger
display, camera and speakers. Users may also conveniently share
their screen during a video and even mark key places, to bring
important insights directly into view. Offering a smart and seam-
less experience to users, the trusted, innovative and secure App-
Gallery comes pre-installed on the Huawei nova 9, where users
can search for, and download a wide range of high-quality apps.

In short, if you are looking for a new smartphone that truly
ticks all the boxes and also that comes at a reasonable price range,
then the new trendy flagship camera king Huawei nova 9 is your
go-to option right now! 
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PARIS: Clean energy remains just a tiny part of the pandemic
economic recovery plans despite some improvement, the IEA
said yesterday as it warned carbon dioxide emissions were set
to rebound.

Investments in clean energy-whether it is renewable produc-
tion, electric vehicles or efficiency measures-represent only 3
percent of the $16.9 trillion mobilized globally for recovery
plans, the International Energy Agency said. That is an improve-
ment from the 2 percent when the IEA first issued a report on
the subject in July.

“Recovery plans globally are still insufficient to put emissions
into structural decline,” said the Paris-based agency, which ad-
vises governments of industrialized nations on energy policy.
Moreover, it warned that “lead times on many recovery measures
prevent them from reining in the immediate rebound in CO2 emis-
sions, which is set to be the second largest in history.”

Over the longer term, the IEA said that absent significant steps

by nations “global emissions are set to continue to diverge sharply
from a path consistent with net zero emissions from the energy
sector by 2050.” The IEA’s warning comes just days ahead of a
G20 leaders’ summit, as well as the COP26 climate summit in
Glasgow, which is being billed as crucial for the long-term viability
of the Paris climate deal meant to limit global warming to 1.5 de-
grees Celsius.

The agency says some $470 billion has been earmarked by
governments for clean energy projects through 2030, a 20 per-
cent increase from July.

But it noted a growing divide between certain advanced
economies (such as the US, France, Japan and Britain) and less
wealthy nations where green investments are sorely necessary.

“The shortfall in sustainable recovery spending in emerg-
ing and developing economies is a global problem that re-
quires a global solution,” the IEA’s director, Fatih Birol, said
in a statement. — AFP
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